TRIADS in I, IV, and V I Sequences Within a Key

WRITE IN the ROMAN NUMERALS somewhere on (or above below) each diagram.

1. I IV's roman numerals
2. I then V
3. I IV's roman numerals
4. I IV's roman numerals
5. I IV's roman numerals
6. I IV's roman numerals
7. I IV's roman numerals
8. I IV's roman numerals
9. I IV's roman numerals
10. I IV's roman numerals

Note: You can transpose the whole page up one step, write it all out if necessary at first.
TRIADS in I IV, and V I, Sequences Within a Key

1. Write in the Roman Numerals somewhere on (or above in color) each diagram.

2. When you come back here after working on the whole page, to start over.

3. Compare with Example 1 above.

4. Like 1 above, except we end on VI.

5. Like 1 above.

6. Repeat.

Now transpose the whole page up one 1/2 step. Write it all out if necessary at first.